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1. INTRODUOTI~N 
In non-associative ring theory the lattice of left ideals has not proven nearly 
as useful a tool as in the associative theory. A partial reason for this is that 
given an element x in a non-associative ring R, Rx need not be a left ideal of R. 
In this paper we wish to investigate, under certain restrictions, some axioms 
for non-associative rings R that imply Rx is a left ideal for every x in the ring 
R. If R has an identity element, the latter property is equivalent to the state- 
ment: 
For every x’ E R, R(Rx) = (RR) x. (l-1) 
We will attempt to show why (1.1) is not a sufficiently strong assumption 
and why the following axioms, which are strengthenings of (l.l), are reason- 
able to assume: 
AXIOM 1. For all left ideals LI and L, of R and for ewery x E R, 
Wsx) = WJ x. 
AXOM 2. For every left idealL of R andfor allx andy in R, x(Ly) = (XL) y. 
AXIOM 3. For every left ideal L of R andfor all x andy in R, L(xy) = (Lx) y. 
One can readily observe that either of Axiom 2 or Axiom 3 implies Axiom 1. 
The investigation of these axioms is carried out in Section 2 under the 
assumption that each ring has an identity element and satisfies either the 
descending chain condition or the ascending chain condition for left ideals. 
* This paper is part of the author’s doctoral dissertation at The University of 
Wisconsin written under the direction of Professor J. Marshall Osbom and with 
partial financial support by the National Science Foundation under contracts GP-2273 
and GP-3993. 
1 Present address: The University of Arizona, Tucson, Arizona 85721. 
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As the concept of left ideals for associative rings leads to the concept of 
R-modules, the concept of left ideals for rings under Axiom 3 leads in a 
natural way to the definition and investigation of R-modules found in Sec- 
tion 3. 
2. RINGS 
2.1. Preliminary Concepts 
DEFINITION 2.1. By a ring R we mean an ordered triple (R, +, a) 
where (R, +) is an Abelian group and “m” is a binary operation on R such 
that for all a, b, c E R 
(i) a * (b + c) = (a - b) + (a - c), 
(ii) (a + b) * c = (a * c) + (b * c) . 
As usual, we adopt the convention of using juxtaposition instead of “s”. 
DEFINITION 2.2. If R is a ring we define (a, *, a) : R x R x R + R, 
called the associator of R, by (x, y, z) = (xy) z - x(yz). 
DEFINITION 2.3. Suppose that R is a ring and x E R. We define x1 = x, 
xn+l = xnx for n > 1. If R has identity 1 and x # 0, x0 = 1. 
We say that a non-zero element x E R is nilpotent with nilpotent exponent n 
if all possible products of x times itself n times yields 0 and some product of x 
times itself (n - 1) times is not zero. 
DEFINITION 2.4. Suppose A and B are subsets of a ring R. We define 
(i) AB={ab:aEAandbEB}, 
(ii) A o B = (C c : c E AB, finite sums}, 
(iii) A1 = A, An+l = A o An for n > 1, and 
(iv) 8 - ann (A) = {r E R : rA = (0)). 
We say that A is nil if every element of A is nilpotent; we say that A is 
nilpotent with nilpotent exponent n if all possible products of any 7t elements 
of A yields 0 and, for A # {0}, some product of (n - 1) many elements 
from A is not 0. 
DEFINITION 2.5. Suppose that R is a ring. We say that R is a left (right)- 
division ring if for every 0 # a and b in R, there is an x in R such that 
xa = b (ax = b). If R is both a left and right-division ring we call R a division 
ring. We call R a unique (left-, right-)division ring if R is a (left-, right-) 
division ring with no proper zero divisors. 
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NOTATION 2.6. We will use the notation ZZ& for the internal sum, not 
necessarily direct, of the groups (Ri , +), .Z @ Ri for the internal direct 
sum, and i Ri for the external direct sum. 
Throughout this paper when we say that R satisfies D.C.C. (A.C.C.) we 
mean that R satisfies the descending (ascending) chain condition on its left 
ideals. 
2.2. Motivation 
We now list some theorems and examples, without proofs, for motivation: 
THEOREM 2.7. Any left-division ring satisfies Axiom 1. 
THEOREM 2.8 (Neumann, [3]). Any algebra can be embedded in a (kft-) 
division algebra with identity. 
THEOREM 2.9. If D is a uniplle left-division ring, then D satisfies Axiom 3. 
THEOREM 2.10 (Neumann, [3]). If A is an algebra with identity 1 which 
has na proper zero divisors, then A can be embed&d in a unique (left-)division 
algebra with identity I. 
EXAMPLE 2.1 I. Let 2, C F c K where K is the algebraic closure of the 
field F. Define the ring R by R = 2, $ F with the multiplication 
(a, b) * (c, d) = (ac, ad + bc + b o d), (2.1) 
where “0” denotes a multiplication on F. 
Case 1. If we take “0” defined by 
b o d = bd*, 
then (F, +, o) satisfies Aixom 2 and Axiom 3, where R under I‘*” is the 
usual manner of adjoining an identity to the ring <F, +, o> but (R, +, *) 
does not even satisfy Axiom 1. 
Case 2. Now take F = K and define “0” by 
b o d = b*dD. 
Then <R, +, *> satisfies the following: 
(i) R has an identity. 
(ii) R has only one proper left ideal, (0) $ K. 
(iii) R has no non-zero nil left ideals. 
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(iv) R is not a ring direct sum of any of its proper ideals. 
(v) R satisfies Axiom 1 and Axiom 2. 
(vi) R does not satisfy Axiom 3. 
Remark. If R is a ring direct sum (product) of rings satisfying Axiom (i), 
then R satisfies Axiom (i), 1 < i < 3. 
Remark. It is possible to show, using the construction given in [3], that 
there exist unique left-division rings D with proper right ideals which do not 
satisfy Axiom 2 and which do not satisfy the dual to Axiom 1 where “left 
ideal” is replaced by “right ideal”. 
The following example gives some indication of the weakness of structure 
possible and the lack of duality in the left and right ideal structures for rings 
which satisfy (1.1) or the dual of Axiom 1. 
EXAMPLE 2.12. Let R be the algebra over F, char F # 2, with basis 
e, , X, , e, , and X, and the multiplication table: 





Xl 0 0 
- (it 4 0 - e2 
e-2 0 0 %4 x2 
0 el x2 - <S 4 
The following hold for R: 
(i) e, + ea is the identity for R. 
(ii) For every x E R, R(Rx) = (RR) x. 
(iii) R has no proper right ideals. 
(iv) For all right ideals R, and R, of R and every x E R, 
WGx) = VW,) x. 
(v) R is not a right or left-division algebra. 
(vi) R does not satisfy Axiom 1, Axiom 2, or Axiom 3. 
(2.2) 
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2.3. Radical Theory 
PROPOSITION 2.13. Suppose R satisjies Axiom I. Then for every left idea2 
L of R and every x E R, Lx is a left ideal of R. If R satisfies Axiom 3, then 
8ann (T) is a left ideal of R for every set T _C R. 
Proof. Suppose L is a left ideal of R and x E R. CIearly LX is closed under 
addition. By Axiom 1, R(Lx) = (RL) x CLx. 
Suppose that R satisfies Axiom 3 and T _C R. Clearly /-ann (T) is an additive 
subgroup of R. Suppose s E R, r E/-ann (T), and t E T. By Axiom 3, there 
is an s E R such that (ST) t = S(d) = 0. Thus, (ST) T = (0) and &ann (T) 
is a left ideal of R. 
PROPOSITION 2.14. Suppose R satisfies Axiom I. For any positive integer 
n and any left ideal L of R, Ln is a left ideal of R. 
Proof. The statement is clear for n = 1. Suppose n > 1. By Definition 
2.4 (iii) and Axiom 1, 
RL” = R(L o L’+1) = (RL) o L”-1 CL o Ln-l = L”. 
PROPOSITION 2.15. Suppose R satisjes Axiom I. For any left ideal L of 
R and any positive integers n and m 
LnLm = Ln+M 
Proof. This is clear by Definition 2.4 (iii), Axiom 1, and Proposition 2.14. 
PROPOSITION 2.16. Suppose R satis$es Axiom I. If L, and L, are nilpotent 
left ideals of R, then L, $ L, is a nilpotent left ideal of R. 
Proof. Suppose thatl, is a nilpotent left ideal of R with nilpotent exponent 
n and that L, is a nilpotent left ideal of R with nilpotent exponent m. Clearly, 
L, + L, is a left ideal of R. 
By Proposition 2.15, to show that L, + L, is nilpotent, it suffices to show 
that any product 
(- (((al4 4 4 4 am+, (2.3) 
is zero, where each ai belongs to L, or L, . 
Without loss of generality, we may assume that we have at least n elements 
from L1 in the product (2.3). Since bai belongs to the same left ideal as a, , 
we may also assume that a, ELM . Suppose we have written the product (2.3) 
in the form 
(- (@,b,) 63) b.4) -> b, 9 (2.4) 
where b, E Llk and bi EL, or bi EL, for 2 < i 6 t with at least n - k of the 
bi , i > 1, belonging to L, . 
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If b, E& , then b,b, GL:+~ and 
c- (((~1~2) b3) 4) **.I bt = (*-. ml4 4 4 *-I Ct-1 
where ci = b,6, EL:+‘, ci = bi+l fori>landatleastn-((k+l)ofthe 
ci,i> l,belongtoL,. 
Suppose 6, #L, . Let 4 > 2 be the least integer such that 6, E& . Axiom 1 
now gives 
(*a* (((u4 63) h) -> bt = (**- w%lP21~3)) b4) -> bt 
= (-.. (((Cl4 5) 4 -1 ct-1 , (2.5) 
where ci = b,, E LIk, cs = b,b, , ci = bi+I for i > 2 and cam1 ELM . Hence, by 
induction we may now assume that b, EL, . Then from (2.5) we have: 
(0.* (@@,) 4 64) .**I bt = (-** ((@l%) cs) 4 -*> Ct-1 =(a.. K&4) 4) 4 .**I 4-Z > 
where d1 = crcs = cl(b,b,) EL:+‘, di = Q+~ for i > 1, and at least 
n - (K + 1) of the di , i > 1, belong to Ll . 
By induction, any product of the form (2.3) with n many ai EL, belongs to 
LIn or L1”L2 . But Lln = L,%L, = (0). 
PROPOSITION 2.17. Suppose R satisjies Axiom I and L is a left ideal of R. 
Then L Q R is an ideal of R. If L is nilpotent, L o R is nilpotent. 
Proof. Suppose x EL and r, s E R. Then, by Axiom 1, there are fl EL 
and i; E R such that (XT) s = n(?s) E LR. Also by Axiom 1, there is a t E R 
and a y EL such that s(m) = (ty) r E LR. Thus, L o R is an ideal of R. 
The remainder of the proof is similar to the reassociation argument found 
in the proof of Proposition 2.16. 
DEFINITION 2.18. Suppose R satisfies Axiom 1 and A.C.C. By Proposi- 
tion 2.16 and Proposition 2.17, R has a unique maximal nilpotent ideal N 
which we call the radical of R and denote by rad R. If rad R = (0) we say 
that R is semi-simple. 
PROPOSITION 2.19. Suppose R satisjies Axiom 1, A.C.C. and has an 
identity. Then (0) # R/rad R and R/rad R is semi-simple. 
Proof. R has a maximal nilpotent left ideal L. By Proposition 2.17 
L CL o R where L o R is a nilpotent ideal of R. Thus, L C N. If LJN is a 
nilpotent left ideal of R/N, then L, is a left ideal of R such that Lln C N, 
for some n. Then, (Lln)m = L;” C N” = {0}, where m is the nilpotent expo- 
nent of N. Thus L, is nilpotent and L, C N. 
We can obtain somewhat sharper results for radical theory under Axiom 3. 
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PROPOSITION 2.20. Suppose R satisfies Axiom 3, D.C.C. and has an 
identity. Then a nil left ideal of R must be nilpotent. 
Proof. Suppose L is a nil but non-nilpotent left ideal of R. Without loss 
of generality we may assume that L is a minimal nil but non-nilpotent left 
ideal of R. 
By Proposition 2.15, if L2 is nilpotent, L is nilpotent. Hence L2 CL gives 
that L2 = L. 
Let M = {M : M is a left ideal of R with M 2 L and LM # {O]>. L E & 
so that JZ f (d. Let M be a minimal left ideal in JY. 
LM # (0) so that there is a u EM with Lu # (0). By Proposition 2.13, 
Lu is a left ideal of R and Lu C LM C M CL. L(Lu) = L2u = Lu, by Axiom 3 
(or 1). Hence, Lu = M, by the minimality of M. 
Hence there is an e EL such that eu = u f 0. Since e EL and L is nil, 
there is a positive integer n such that en = 0. But for q 3 1, 
e*(e - 1) = ea+l - eq E&ann (u), 
by Proposition 2.13. Then 0 = enu = en-% = +*a = eu = u # 0 is a contra- 
diction. Thus every nil left ideal of R is nilpotent. 
DEFINITION 2.21. If R satisfies Axiom 3, D.C.C. and has an identity 
element, we define the radical of R, denoted rad R, to be the sum of all its 
nilpotent left ideals. If rad R = {0}, we say that R is semi-simple. 
PROPOSITION 2.22. If R satisfies Axiom 3, D.C.C., and has an identity, 
then rad R is a nilpotent ideal of R and Rlrad R is semi-simple. 
Proof. By Proposition 2.20, rad R is a nilpotent left ideal of R. By Propo- 
sition 2.17, (rad R) o R is a nilpotent ideal of R so we have: 
(rad R) o R C rad R C (rad R) o R 
so that rad R is an ideal of R. Clearly R/rad R is semi-simple. 
Note. If R satisfies Axiom 3, A.C.C., D.C.C., and has an identity, 
then Proposition 2.22 shows that the two definitions of rad R, Definition 2.19 
and Definition 2.21, agree. 
2 4. Semi-simple Theory 
DEFINITION 2.23. Let A be a ring satisfying Axiom 1 and D.C.C. Sup- 
pose also that R has no non-zero nilpotent left ideals. Define d by 
A = {L : L is a minimal left ideal of R). 
If L, , L, E ..M we write L.r M L, if there is an x EL, such that L, = L,x. 
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PROPOSITION 2.24. Suppose we have R and JY as in DeJinition 2.23. 
Then a is an equivalence relation on A. Furthermore, for L1 , L, E &Z, 
L,L, # (0} if and only if L,L, = L, , if and on& if L, w L, . 
The proof is straightforward, using the semi-simplicity of R and the mini- 
mality of the left ideals belonging to .M. 
THEOREM 2.25. Suppose R is a finite-dimensional, semi-simple algebra 
under Axiom I. Then we may write R = L @ M, where L = L, @ *.* @L, , 
a sum of minimal left ideals of R, and L is an ideal of R such that R contains 
no minimal left ideal not already contained in L. Hence, R has a composition 
series of left ideals. 
Proof. First suppose that I is a left ideal of R and L, is a minimal left 
ideal of R. Then either L, C I or L, n I = (0). Suppose 0 f x EL, n I. 
Then x E Rx CL, and Rx C I. By the minimality of I,, , L, = Rx C I. 
By the argument above, suppose we have R = L, @L, @ a.* @L, @ M 
where the Li are minimal left ideals of R and there are no minimal left ideals 
of R not contained in L. 
Suppose that L is not an ideal of R. Then, since L o R is an ideal of R, 
there is an x E R such that L,x $ L for some i. Lix must contain a minimal 
left ideal, say I. Now, I = I2 C I(Lg) = (IL,) x so that I w Li and L, w I, 
by Proposition 2.24. But dim I < dim (L,x) < dim Li and, since for some 
y E Li , Li = Iy, dim L, < dim (Iy) < dim I. Hence I = L,x and Llx is a 
minimal left ideal. But L,x $ L is a contradiction. Thus, L is an ideal of R. 
Example 2.11, Case 2 shows that a semi-simple ring with identity under 
Axiom 2 need not be a direct sum of simple ideals. The difficulty here is that 
the sum of all minimal left ideals of R may not give all of R; see Theorem 2.25. 
However, we will see that this does not occur under Axiom 3. 
Henceforth in Section 2.4 we will assume that R is a semi-simple ring with 
identity 1 under Axiom 3 and D.C.C. 
PROPOSITION 2.26. Suppose that L is a minimal left ideal of R. Then L 
contains a non-zero idempotent e. Furthermore, L = Re and R = Re @ R( 1 - e), 
where the sum is additively direct. 
Proof. (a) Since R contains no nilpotent left ideals, La = L # {O}. Then 
there is a u EL such that Lu = L. Hence there is an e EL such that eu = u. 
Then e(e - 1) = e2 - e EL n Cann (u). But e +! L n Cann (u), so by Pro- 
position 2.13, L n &ann (u) = {0} and e2 = e. Clearly Re = L. 
(b) R = Re + R(l - e) since x = xe + x(1 - e). 
Claim: R(l - e) = {x E R 1 xe = O}. 
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If x E R( 1 - e), then x = y( 1 - e) for some y E R. Then, 
xe = (~(1 - e)) e = ?((I - e) e) = 0. 
Conversely, if xe = 0, then x = x( I - e) E R( 1 - e). 
Now RenR(1 -e):Re since eERe and eZ=e#O. But Re=L SO 
that, by the minimality of L, Re n R(1 - e) = (0). 
PROPOSITIQN 2.27. Every minimal left ideal of R is a direct summand of any 
containing left ideal. Also, we may write R=Re,@Re,@*.-@Re,, 
where the Rei are minimal left ideals and the ei are non-zero idempotents. 
Proof. The proof is as in the associative case using Proposition 2.26. 
Remark 2.28, We have 
R = L, @L, @ ... @L, . 
Write 1 =fi + fi + *** + fn , where fi ELM . fi =fdfi +fifi + **a +fifn 
so that fi fi = & fi . Also, Li = Rfi so we may replace every fd by ei and use 
1 = e, + e2 + a-. + en. 
By Proposition 2.24, there are finitely many equivalence classes under 
m in R, say k (< n) many, For each j with 1 ,< j < K pick a representative 
Zj for the k disjoint equivalence classes. Define Bi = CLiral, Li . We may 
writeR=B,@B,@+--OR,, where each Bi is a simple component for R. 
Now, as in the associative case, we obtain: 
THEOREM 2.29. If R is a semi-simple ring with identity under Axiom 3 
and D.C.C., then R is a finite-ring direct sum of simple rings each satisfying 
Axiom 3 with descending chain condition and identity. 
2.5. Simple Rings 
THEOREM 2.30. Suppose R is a fitrite-dimensional simple algebra with 
identity which satisfies Axiom I. Then we may write R = LI @ L, @ **a @ L,, , 
a direct sum of minimal left ideals Li , where 1 = e, f e, + *a’ $ e,, and 
Li = Rei . Furthermore, Lie, = 6,Lj and dim L, = dim Lj for 1 < i, j .< n. 
Proof. That we may write R = L, @ a*- @L,, follows from Theorem 
2.25 and the simplicity of R. 
By the remarks preceding Theorem 2.29, L, w Lj for 1 ,( i, j < n. 
This gives dim Li ,< dim Ljy < dim Lj < dim Lix ,( dim Li so that dim 
Li = dimLj. 
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Write 1 = e, + ea + *a* + e, where ei EL, . Then, 
Li = Li(el + --- + en) = f Liei. 
j=l 
Thus, Liei = &Lj . 
Henceforth in Section 2.5 we will assume that R is a simple ring with 
identity and satisfies one of the following: 
(i) R is a finite-dimensional algebra satisfying Axiom 1. 
(ii) R satisfies Axiom 3 and the descending chain condition. 
By Proposition 2.27, Remark 2.28, and Theorem 2.30, we write 
R = L, 0 L, @ mm* @L,, and 1 = e, + e2 + **- + e, , ei E Li . 
LEMMA 2.31. Let a, x EL,, y ELM. Then 
(a) xy # 0 implies Liy = Lj . 
(b) ay = xy implies a = x or xy = 0. 
(c) Liei = aijLi . 
(d) L,Lj = L, . 
Proof. We have already shown (c) and (d) and only list them here for 
easy reference. 
(a) xy # 0 gives (0) f L,y C Lj . Then by the minimality of Lj , Liy = Lj . 
(b) Suppose UY = xy # 0. Then L,y = Lj . For R satisfying (i), 
dim Li = dim Lj . Since the mapping R(y) : Li -+ Lj by /i -+ eiy is onto Lf , 
it is also one-to-one. Hence, (a - x) y = 0 gives a = x. For R satisfying 
(ii), L, n Cann (y) = (0) since x E Li is such that xy f 0 and Li is a minimal 
left ideal. Thus (a - x) y = 0 gives a = X. 
In the next lemma we wish to show certain associations of elements in R 
with idempotents e, . 
Because this lemma will also be useful for results in Section 3, we will 
specifically give the proofs for parts (b) and (c) for Axiom 3 where it will be 
helpful to consider s as belonging to a group M operated on by R rather than 
being an element of R. 
We further note that, because of part (c) of the following lemma, Axiom 2 
appears to be stronger than Axiom 1 even in the finite-dimensional case. 
LEMMA 2.32. For any Y, s E R, 1 < i < n we have 
(a) (r, s, ei) = 0. 
(b) (Y, ei , S) = 0. 
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If R satisfies Axiom 2 or 3 we also have 
(c) (ei , r, s) = 0. 
Proof. By Lemma 2.31 part (c) we have (reJ e, = 0 for if j. Now 
(reJ = (re,) - 1 = (re,) ($r ej) = (reJ ei . 
Next we wish to show that &(e,x) = (0) for i f j. For Axiom 3, Lemma 
2.31 part (c) makes it clear that Lp(ejx) = (0) for i # j. 
Suppose Lr(ejX) # (01 for some i # j. Let 
x = xe, + xe, + a** + xe, = xl + x2 + **- + x, . 
First we wish to show that &(e,x,) = (0) for k fj. 
Suppose that Li(e,xk) # {0} for K fj. Then L,(ejx,) = Lk . Now consider 
the left ideal Lj(xk + eJ. 
(0) # Lk = Li(e3xk) = Li(e3xk + ej) = Li(ej(Xk + 4) C W&k + e3)) 
= (L&3) (xk + e,> = L&k + 4. 
Since ejxk f 0, Ljxk = Lk and Ljej = Lj (R is finite-dimensional under 
Axiom 1). Thus, Lj @L, _C Lj(xk + eJ, which contradicts the dimension of 
L3(xk + e3). 
Thus, ei(ejxk) = 0 for i # j, j # K. Now we have 
e3X = i eq(e3x) = C e,(ejXj) + ej(e3x). 
P=l 9#3 
(2.6) 
Multiplying (2.6) on the left by ej gives ej(ejx) = ej(ej(ejx)). This also gives 
ei(e,y) = e,(e,(e,y)) and replacing y by ejx, 
e,(ei(e3x)) = ei(ei(f?i(ejX))). (2.7) 
Left multiplication of (2.6) by e+ gives e,(e3x) = ei(ed(e,x)) + ei(ej(ejx)). 
Multiply this equation on the left by ei to obtain 
eMe34) = G&(e34)) + ~&&3(+4N 
which reduces, by (2.7), to ei(ei(ej(ejx))) = 0. But ek(ed(e,(ejx))) = 0 for i# k, 
since e((ej(ejx,J) = 0 for p fj and ek(ec(eix3)) = 0. Hence for i fj, 
e&3(e34) = i ekMe3(e34>) = 0. 
k-l 
(24 
NOW ei(ejx) = e,(ei(ejx)), by multiplying (2.6) on the left by el . Since we 
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already have e$(ep) = ei(ei(ep)), we sum the last equation over j to obtain 
Cysl ei(ejx) = eix = ei(edx). Hence, eix = ej(eix). NOW, by (2.8), 
e,(e,x) = e,(ei(ejx)) = 0, for i # j. Thus, by the finite-dimensionality under 
(ii) we have L,(e,x) = {0}, for i f j, and ei(eix) = e,x. 
So far we have 
(4 e5 = M4, (W 
e&y> = h&v), (2.10) 
and 
(sei) (qy> = 0, for ifj. (2.11) 
Claim: (ret) (sej) = ((ye,) s) e, , for all i, j. 
But ((yei) (se,)) e, EL,e, = {0} for t f j SO that ((yei) s) e, = ((ye,) (Sej)) ej . 
This gives (((ye,) s) ej) ef = (((YQ) (se,)) eJ e, = ((yei) (seJ) e3 so that 
((yei) s) e, - (ye,) (sed)) belongs to Lj n Cann (eJ. But L, n &ann (eJ = {0}, 
so that our claim follows. 
Now, 
(4 ei = (i ( 
i=l 
yei s ej = ~lO 4 ej = s$l(Y4 (4 = rW 1 ) 
and (a) has been established. 
BY Wl), 
44 = (Fl (w)) (4 = gl (4 (v) = (4 C&s> = (4 (Fl (4) = (yet) s, 
and (b) has been established. 
Now we wish to show (c) using either Axiom 2 or Axiom 3. 
Claim: e,((e#r) s) = 0 for i # t. Under Axiom 2, e,((eir) s) = e,(ei(7s)) = 0, 
by (2.10). Under Axiom 3, e,((eir) s) = ((ee,) (eir)) s = 0, by (2.11). 
Now, 
ei(rs) = et 
(( 1) 
f ety s = f M(v) s)) = 4(W) s), 
t=1 t=1 
by the claim above. Hence, 
(es) s = Fl e,((e,r) s) = ei((eir) s) = e*(n). 
This establishes (c) under either Axiom 2 or Axiom 3. 
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DEFINITION 2.33. By Lemma 2.32, e,Rej is well-defined and we let 
Rij = e,Rej . 
Henceforth in Section 2.5, we will make further assumptions on the ring 
R : R either satisfies part (c) of Lemma 2.32 under Axiom 1 or R satisfies 
Axiom 2 or Axiom 3. 
LEMMA 2.34. R,R,, = 6itRik . 
Proof. The proof of RiiR,, = {0}, for j f t, follows by Lemma 2.32 or 
assumption. 
(edRei) (ejRe,) = ei((Rej) (e,ReJ) = eJ(Rei) (Rek)) = ei(Re,) = etRe, . 
THEOREM 2.35. If we write R = L, @La @ **a @L,, where n > 2, then 
R is associative and therefore a full-matrix algebra of unique Jinite-dimension 
over a skew Jield (Artinian Structure Theorem). 
Proof. By Definition 2.33 and Lemma 2.34, we write R = & i,igla @ Rii, 
where RiiR,, = BitRik . 




We wish to consider (2.12) and (2.13) where A and A are chosen from the 
left ideal of R determined by t = i and where C is such that all c,, = 0, 
except possibly cii , cij , ciQ , cj,whereifjandi#q. Fixsf:i. 
Now, given A and B we wish to solve for 2 and B in 
(2.14) 
We consider the cases Y = s, Y = i in (2.14). Equation (2.14) implies that 
we must solve for every d and 8 in the following equations: 
c&(6& + cZ,i(Sij~ii) = (aiibiJ cii + (abib,J cji , (2.15) 
cii(Ji,ciq) + Gi(sijcig) = (aiibti) ciq + (add cjq t (2.16) 
rI,i(hiici,) + &i(ZgjCji) = (a,#bii) cdi + (asibij) cii 3 (2.17) 
&(zgi~c) + cZ,i(Jijcj,) = (a.& ciq + (as&) cjp - (2.18) 
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Given cfi , cji non-zero and one of bid , bzj , we can solve for the other 6,, , bii 
so that 
bficii + bdjc,, = 0. (2.19) 
Suppose we have (2.19). Now we take ciq , ciq (one may be chosen to be 
zero) such that b,cc + bijc,, f 0. Let aii = ei . From (2.16) and Lemma 
2.32 part (c) we have that rT,, # 0. By (2.15) we have that &cd1 + 6ijcji = 0. 
Hence, from (2.17) we learn 
W4 cii + (a,&) crrc = 0 for all a,i E R,, . (2.20) 
First let bgi , ciz be non-zero and cdi = ei . Choose bai so that (2.19) holds. 
From (2.20), for any U,~ E RSi , we have 
a,i(biicii + b,jcj,) = 0 = (a,,b,i) Cii + (astbfj) Cji . 
But aSi(biiei) = (aSibii) ei by Lemma 2.32, so we obtain 
a&id = (as&ii) cji > (2.21) 
for any aSi E RSi , bij E Rij , cji E Rji , s # i, j # i. 
The remainder of the associations are proven in a similar manner proceeding 
with subscripts 
(ti) (ii) (ii), sfi 
(si) (ii) (ij), sfi, j#i 
Gil 03 (.hh s # i, i#i, qfi 
(ii) (ii) (ij), j # i 
(4 (3 ( jq), i # i, 4 # i 
(ii) (3 (j$ j#i 
(ii) (ii) (ii). 
This gives the associativity of R. 
Now we have the following theorems: 
THEOREM 2.36. If i is a jinite-dimensional simple algebra with identity 
which satisfies either of the following: 
(i) R satisfies Axiom 1 and Lemma 2.32 part (c) , or 
(ii) R satisfies Axiom 2; 
then R is either a unique-division algebra with identity or (by Wedderburn 
Structure Theorem) a full-matrix algebra of unique $nite-dimension over a 
skew field. 
Proof. Theorem 2.35 shows that R is associative if R has a proper left 
ideal. 
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Suppose R has no proper left ideals and 0 # x G R. Then 
0 f x = 1 * x E Rx. Hence, {0} # Rx = R. Thus R is a left-division ring. 
Since R is a finite-dimensional algebra, R is a unique-division algebra. 
THEOREM 2.37. If R is a simple ring with identity which satisfies D.C.C. 
and Axiom 3, then R is either a unique left-division algeltra with identity or 
(by the Artinian Structure Theorem) a full-matrix algebra of unique jinite- 
dimension over a skew Jield. 
Proof. Theorem 2.35 proves that R is associative if R has a proper left 
ideal. 
Suppose R has no proper left ideals and 0 f x E R. Then 
0 f x = 1 * x E Rx. Hence, {0} f Rx = R. Thus R is a left-division ring. 
If xy = 0, where x # 0, y # 0, then (O] = R(xy) f R = Ry = (Rx) y, and 
Axiom 3 would not be satisfied. Since every simple ring is an algebra over its 
centralizer [5, p. 141, if R has no proper left ideals, R is a unique left-division 
algebra. 
3. MODULES 
3.1 Preliminary Concepts 
Throughout Section 3, R will denote a ring with identity 1. 
DEFINITION 3.1. Let M be an Abelian group under I‘+“. We call M a 
uniform a-module under “*” if * : R x M + M is a function which satisfies 
(i) 1 . m = m for all m E M, 
(ii) (a + b) * m = (a * m) + (b * m) for all a, 6 E R, m E M, 
(iii) a . (m + n) = ( a-m) +(a*n) for all aER, m,nEM, 
(iv) for all a, b E R, m E M, there is an d E Ra such that 
(ab) . m = d * (b * m), and 
(v) for all 5, b E R, m E M, there is an a E R5 such that 
(ah)*m=&*(b*m). 
Again, juxtaposition will be used instead of “e” when ring elements and 
module elements are easily distinguished. 
DEFINITION 3.2. Let M be an Abelian group under “+“. We call M an 
R-module if there exist subgroups M6 of M for i E A such that each Mt is a 
uniform R-module and M = JJiGA Mi . 
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DEFINITION 3.3. Let M and N be two R-modules and let T : M+ N 
be a function from M to N. We call T an R-homomorphism of M to N if 
(i) T(m + n) = T(m) + T(n), for all m, n EM, 
(ii) T(rm) = rT(m), for all r E R, m E M. 
We say that T is a uniform R-homomorphism if T satisfies (i) above as 
well as the following: 
(iii) For every T E R, m E M, there is an 7 E RY such that T(rm) = fT(m), 
and 
(iv) For every f E R, m E M, there is an r E RF such that T(rm) = fT(m). 
It is clear how we would extend these definitions to those of (uniform) 
R(R)-monomorphisms, epimorphisms, isomorphisms, etc. 
LEMMA 3.4. Let M and N be R-modules and T : M + N an onto mapping. 
(i) If T is an R-isomorphism, so is T-l. 
(ii) If T is a uniform R-isomorphism, so is T-l. 
Proof. Clearly T-l is additive. (i) and (ii) follow from 
T-l(k) = T-l(fT(m)) = T-l(T(rm)) = rm = rT-l(n). 
LEMMA 3.5. Let M and N be (uniform) R-modules with N C M. Consider 
v : M--f MJN dej%zed by v(m) = m + N. Using the usual dejnitions of addi- 
tion and module multiplication on M/N, M/N is an (uniform) R-module and v 
is an R-homomorphism of M onto MIN. v is called the natural (or canonical) 
epimorphism. 
Proof. Identical to the associative case. 
LEMMA 3.6. Let M and N be uniform R-modules and T : M + N an 
R-homomorphism (uniform R-homomorphism) of M onto N. Let 
ker T = T-*((O)). Then ker T is a uniform R-submodule of M and M/ker T 
is R-isomorphic (uniformly R-isomorphic) to N. 
Proof. Suppose r E R, x, y E ker T. 
T(r(x + y) = fT(x + y) = F(T(x) + T(y)) = 0. 
Thus Y(X + y) E ker T. Hence ker T is a uniform R-submodule of M. 
Let p : M/ker T -+ N by rf(v(m)) = T(m), where v is the natural epi- 
morphism of M onto M/ker T. As in R-module theory, p is well-defined. 
By Lemma 3.5, T(r(v(m))) = !$(v(rm)) = T(rm) = fT(m) = ?F(v(m)), where 
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i: = Y if T is an R-homomorphism. Thus F is an R-isomorphism (uniform 
R-isomorphism) of M/ker T onto N. 
LEMMA 3.7. Let N and L be R-submodules of the R-module M. Then 
(L + N)/L is R-isomorphic to N/L n N. 
Proof. Identical to the associative case. 
LEMMA 3.8. Let N be a submodule of the R-module M. There is a one-to-one 
inclusion preserving correspondence between the submodules of M which contain 
N and the submodules of MIN. Furthermore, if NC L C M, then M/L is 
R-isomorphic to (M/N)/(L/N). 
Proof. Identical to the associative case. 
LEMMA 3.9. Let M be an R-module with submodules Mi , 1 < i < k, 
such that M = Cl, 0 Mi . For each i let Ni be a submodule of Mi and set 
N = NI + Ng + *a* + Nk . Then, N = cb, $ Ni and M/N is R-isomorphic 
to MI/N, -j- a.. -j- M,/N, . 
Proof. Identical to the associative case. 
DEFINITION 3.10. Let M be an R-module and V a subset of M. We 
define Gann (V) by 
Cann (V) = (r E R ) r V = {O}}. 
LEMMA 3.11. Suppose that M is a uniform R-module and that V is a 
subset of M. Then Gann (V) is a left ideal of R. 
Proof. Suppose s, t E &ann (V), r E R, and v E V. 
(r(s + t)) * v = f * ((s + t) * v) = f - ((s * v) + (t * v)) = 0. 
Thus r(s + t) E &arm (V) and 8ann (V) is a left ideal of R. 
The following technical lemma will be useful later: 
LEMMA 3.12. Suppose that M is a non-zoo uniform R-module and that 
G and H are additive subgroups of R. Suppose we also have 
(i) for a E R, m E M, a * m = 0 implies a = 0 or m = 0, 
(ii) for a E G, 6 E H, a6 = 0 implies a = 0 or b = 0. 
Fix 0 # m E M. Suppose, given a E G, b E H, the solution for d E R, such that 
a * (b * m) = (ab) em, lies in G. Define To:Hx G-+G by To(b,a)=a 
where a * (b * m) = (tib) * m. Then To is a well-dejned function which satisfie 
T&, a + 4 = T& a) + T& c) (3.1) 
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and 
TG(b + d, a) (b + d) = T&s a> b + TG(d, a) d. (3.2) 
Hence, ifwe define o : G x H-t R by 
a 0 b = TG(b, a) b, (3.3) 
Eqs. (3.1) and (3.2) give the distributivity of “o". 
Proof. Let G, H, m E M have the properties mentioned above. 
Since a * m = 0 and m # 0 implies that a = 0 and ab = 0 implies that 
a = 0 or b = 0, the solution for Z, given a E G and b E H, in 
a . (b * m) = (Ebb) * m 
is unique so that Tc is a well-defined function. 
Letb,dEH,a,cEG.Then 
a * (b * m) + c * (b . m) = (a + c) ’ (b - m) = (T&b, a + c) b) . m 
and 
a . (b . m) + c * (b . m) = (T&b, a) b) * m + (T,(b, c) b) * m 
= [(TG(b, a> + Tdb, 4 4 * m. 
Then (i) and (ii) now give 
T&, a + c) b = [T&b, a> + T&, c>l b 
and 
T,(b, U + C) = T&b, a) + T,(b, C). 
Thus we have (3.1). 
Also, 
a * (b * m) + a . (d * m) = (T,(b, a) b) * m + (To(d, a) d) * m 
= [TG(b, a) b + To(d, a) d] l m 
and 
a ’ (b . m) + a - (d * m) = a = ((b + d) * m) = [T&b + d, a) (b + d)] * m 
so that 
To(b, a) b + TG(d, a) d = To(b + d, a) (b + d), 
which is (3.2). 
3.2. Ctassification of Uniform D-Modules, D a Unique Left-Division Ring 
with Identity 
Throughout 3.2, D will denote a unique left-division ring (D, +, a) 
with identity 1. We will use the notation ) II ) to denote the cardinality of a 
set A. 
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DEFINITION 3.13. Let M be a D-module. The elements x1 , xs ,..., x, 
in M are said to be dependent if there are ai ED, not all a, = 0, such that 
C,“=r aixi = 0. If no such a, exist, then the xi , 1 < i < n, are called inde- 
pendent. {x~}~~,, a subset of M, is said to be an independent set if, for every 
finite subset r of A, {~~}~~r is independent. Otherwise {x;}~~,, is called a de- 
pendent set. 
Remark 3.14. Suppose M is a uniform D-module and (x~}~,~ is an inde- 
pendent subset of M but, for y E M, (xi , y}isA is a dependent set. Then, for 
some finite subset r of A, there are a, a, E D, t E r such that a f 0 and 
UY + c tEr a,~, = 0. Then there is a b ED such that b(uy) = (a-%) y = y 
and y = Ct,r @,a,) xt . Similarly, if 0 f x E M, then ax = 0, a E D implies 
that a = 0. 
DEFINITION 3.15. Suppose M is a uniform D-module and (c&~ C M. 
G&l is an independent generating set if (x,}~~~ is an independent set and 
for any Y E M, {xi , YLA is dependent. We define the dimension of M to be 
the minimum cardinality of independent generating sets. (Independent 
generating sets are guaranteed by Zorn’s lemma and Remark 3.14). 
THEOREM 3.16. Suppose that (D, +, o) is a unique left-division ring 
with identity I where 1 is also the identity under “a” for D. Then (D, +) is a 
uniform D-module of dimension I using “0” as the module operation. Conversely, 
every uniform &nodule of dimension f is D-isomorphic to (D, +> for some 
module operation "o" as above. 
Proof. The first part above is clear. 
Suppose M is a uniform D-module of dimension 1 and let {x} be an inde- 
pendent generating set for M. Define TD : D x D -+ D as in Lemma 3.12 
using x = m E M, G = H = D. Then, by Remark 3.14 and the fact that D 
is a unique left-division ring, “o”, as defined in Lemma 3.12, is a binary 
distributive operation on D. 
Since M is unital by definition, 1 o b = b = b o 1 and 1 is the identity for 
D under “0”. By the uniqueness of solutions in (iv) and (v) of Definition 3.1, 
T,(b) .) is one-to-one and onto for 0 # b ED. Thus, since (D, +, a) is a 
unique left-division ring, (D, +, 0) is a unique left-division ring with 
identity 1. Define a : M + D by u(ax) = a. u is a D-isomorphism of M onto 
<D, +> under “o” since 
u(a * (b * x)) = ~((a o b) * x) = a o b = a o a(b * x). 
Henceforth in Section 3.2 let M be a uniform a-module of dimension 
1 A ( 2 2 with {x~}~,~ an independent generating set for M. 
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LEMMA 3.17. Suppose d, a, c are non-zero elements of D such that for 
some xi with i E A, a * (c . xi) = (CC) * xi . Then, if a * (c . x0 = (bc) * xi , 
b=dandforeweryyEM, a*(c.y)=(cfc)*y. 
Proof. Write xi = x and suppose a(cx) = (bc) x. Then, (&) x = (bc) x 
and (&c - bc) x = 0. Thus, by Remark 3.14, & - bc = 0. Since c # 0, 
d = b. 
Let y E M. We cite two cases. 
Case 1. Suppose y is independent of x. 
(ic) (x + y) = (Cc) x + (Gc) y = a(cx) + a’(cy) 
and 
(W (x + Y) = a”(@ + Y)) = a”(4 + a”(cy). 
Since x and y are independent, c # 0, cx and cy are independent. Then 
a = a” = a’ and (&cc) y = a(cy). 
Case 2. By Case 1, a(cx,) = (CC) x, for j f i. Again by Case 1, for d # 0, 
dx is independent of x, , j # i, and a(c(dx)) = (cc) (dx) and the lemma follows. 
For c # 0 in D, consider To : D x D -+ D given in Lemma 3.12 and 
“0” given by a o b = T,(b, a) b, as in Lemma 3.12. Define M’ = &, D. 
We denote the ith component of an element m EM’ by mi . Now define 
o : D x M’-+M’ by using “0” above in components, i.e.: 
(a 0 4 = a 0 rni , iEA. (3.4) 
Define the mapping u : M--t M’ by 
(3.5) 
a is clearly additive, one-to-one, and onto M’. 
Next we wish to show that a is a D-isomorphism of M onto M’ under “0". 
Let x = CiE,r cixi E M. By the definition of (I, for a E D, 
Hence u(a e x) = a o u(x). 
Again, since M is unital, c * (1 . x) = c * x = 1 * (c * x) so that 
1 o c = c = c o 1, c E D and 1 is the identity for D under “0”. Hence, 
M’ under “0” is a uniform D-module D-isomorphic to M. 
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The following two equations are consequences of Lemma 3.17: 
(ab) * (c . x) = T;;l(b, a) * (b ’ (c ’ x)) = T;;l(b, a) * ((T,(c, b) c) . x) 
= [(TD(TD(C, 4 c, mb, a>)) (TD(C, b) 41 * x, (3.6) 
(ab) * (c * Lx) = (T,(c, ab) c) * x, (3.7) 
Equation (3.6) follows from Lemma 3.17 in that Lemma 3.17 shows that 
T$(b, a), in (3.6), is independent of c. By Eqs. (3.6) and (3.7), we have for all 
a, b, c E D, 
TD(c, ab) c = TD( TD(c, 6) c, G’(b, a)) (TD(c, b) c>s (3.8) 
Now we have 
and 
(u o b) o c = T&, a o b) c = T&, T,(b, a) b) c (3.9) 
a o (b o c) = T,(b o c, a) [b o c] = To(To(c, b) c, a) [To@, b) c]. (3.10) 
In (3.8) replace Z’$(b, a) by a and hence a by T,(b, a) and obtain 
TD(c, T,(b, a) 6) c = TD(TD(c, b) c, 4 (TD(c, 4 4. 
Equations (3.9), (3.10), and (3.11) give 
(3.11) 
(a o b) o c = a o (b o c). (3.12) 
Again by (iv) and (v) of Definition 3.1, given 0 f b E D, T,(b, l ) is one-to- 
one and onto D. Thus <ZJ, +, o) is a skew field with identity 1. Also, if 
(ub) o c = a o (b o c) = (a o b) o c, then ub = a o 6. Thus M’ is a D- 
module if and only if “0" and “a” are the same operation and (D, +, *) 
is a skew field. 
Conversely, take “0" and M’ as above with c = Cien ci EM’ = ci,, D. 
Then ((ab) o c)~ = (ab) o ci = d o (b o CJ = (d o b) o ci . Here we can 
solve for a given a, b or for d given a, b in ub = d o b independent of C~ (as 
long as at least one ci f 0). The solution will then give (ab) o c = d o (b o c) 
and M’ is a uniform D-module under “0”. 
Hence we have shown: 
THEOREM 3.18. If M is a un;farm &nodule of dimension 1 A 1 2 2, then 
M is D-isomorphic to -&,, D where the module multiplication is given by (3.4) 
with “0” such that (D, +, O) is a skeet field with identity 1. M is a D-module 
ifund only if <D, +, 9) = (D, +, o>, in which case M is a vector space over 
<D, +, o>. Conversely, if <D, +, o> is a skew field with identity I, then (3.4) 
gives -/-, D as a uniform D-module of dimension ) A ( . 
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THEOREM 3.19. Suppose <D, +, o) and (D, +, *) are skewJie1d.s making 
/iEA D a unsform D-module as in Theorem 3.18. Then qian D under "0" is 
uniformly D-isomorphic to irGn D under “s” if and only if (D, +, o) is 
isomorphic to (D, +, *>. 
Proof. Suppose u : (D, +, o) + (D, +, r) is an isomorphism. Let 
V = ii, D and define u : V--+ V by [u(Ccn ci)li = u(q). Clearly, u is 
additive, one-to-one, and onto V. 
Thus u is a uniform D-isomorphism of tien D under “0” onto iren D 
under “v”. 
Now suppose T : V -+ V is a uniform D-isomorphism of V under “0" 
onto V under “*” . Pick a basis, [e& = 6ij for V. Fix i E A. 
Suppose for a E D, d is such that T(a o l i) = c? * T(ci). Define 
u : (D, +, o) + (D, +, *) by u(a) = d. Again it is clear that u is additive, 
one-to-one, and onto D. By the definition of u and Lemma 3.17 we have 
T((a o b) o ci) = u(a o b) * T(E,), (3.13) 
T(b o l i) = u(b) * T(eJ, (3.14) 
and 
T((a o b) o ~6) = T(a o (b o ei)) = u(a) * T(b o ci) 
= u(a) * (o(b) * A) 
= (u(a) * u(b)) * T(E,). (3.15) 
Then (3.13) and (3.15) g ive u(a o b) = u(a) c u(b) so that u is an isomorphism 
of (D, +, 0) onto CD, +, *>. 
COROLLARY 3.20. If (F, +, .> is a finite field and M is a uniform p-module 
of dimension ) A ) > 2, then M is uniformly Pisomorphic to the vector space 
tte~ F. 
THEOREM 3.21. If D is a unique left-division ring with identity 1, then D 
always has a uniform D-module that is not a D-module except when D is Z, or Q. 
Proof. Let P be the prime subfield of D generated by 1. 
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Case I. Suppose that the dimension of D over P is infinite. If D is not 
associative, we may adjoin the proper number of indeterminants to P to 
obtain the dimension of D and form the field P(x, 1 i E lJ = (0, f-, 0) 
where “0” and “s” are distinct operations. Then iiEn D under “0” is a 
uniform D-module that, by Theorem 3.18, is not a D-module. If D is asso- 
ciative, we can always find a different skew field having the same dimension 
over P as D which gives (D, +, o> where “0” is distinct from ‘I*“. 
Case 2. Suppose that the dimension of D over P is finite but not 1. 
If D is not associative, we can take a field (D, +, o) over P to give a uniform 
D-module iien D under “0”. If D is associative we can find a non-singular 
linear transformation T of D over P such that T(1) = 1 but T 
is not an automorphism of <D, +, *>. Define o : D x D + D by 
a o b = T-l(T(a) T(b)). (D, +, 0) is a skew field with identity 1 and “0” 
is not the same operation as “*“. 
Remark. Though Corollary 3.20 says that every uniform F-module of 
dimension 1 A 1 > 2 over a finite field F is uniformly F-isomorphic to the 
vector space itEn F, Theorem 3.21 says that there are uniform F-modules 
that are not vector spaces when F is not 2, . 
3.3. Classijcation of Irreducible Unifmm &Modules, 2 < n < 03 
Throughout Section 3.3, D will denote a unique left-division ring (D, +, *) 
with identity 1 and D, the n by n matrices over D, where ei = (ajlc) with 
CZjk = 8ijSik , 1 < i < YZ. 
THEOREM 3.22. IfM is an i&educible &module, M # {0}, then (D, +;> 
is a skew field and M is a D,,-module. 
Proof. Let R = D,, and suppose that M is a non-zero irreducible 
R-module. By Definition 3.2, M is a uniform R-module. 
There is an i with 1 < i < n such that e,M # {O}. Without loss of 
generality we may assume that e,M # {O}. Then there is an m E M such that 
e,m # 0. Then (Re,) m is a non-zero submodule of M so that (ReJ m = M. 
By Lemma 2.32, parts (b) and (c) we have 
for all Y E R, n E M. 
(rej) n = r(ejn), (3.16) 
(4 n = e&4, (3.17) 
By (3.16) and the remark above M = (Re,) m = ((Re,) e,) m = (Re,) (elm) 
and (Re,) (elm) = ((Re,) e,) m = {0} for j # 1. 
Let Rij = eiReg , a E R, , b E Rk, . Then, (ab) (elm) = 0 unless j = k 
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and q =1 1. Hence we will suppose that a E R, , b E Rjl . Now we have 
(ab) (elm) = c+(e,m)) for some d E Rej . Since a E Rij , by (3.17) 
ef(W) bv)) = (4 (elm) = et(Wv4)) = (ei4 (b&4 
and ed((ab) (e,rrr)) = 0 for 8# i so that d E Rij . Conversely, for d E R, we 
may choose a E Rij for (ab) (e,m) = @(e,m)). 
Suppose &@(e,m)) = (ab) (e,m) = (a%) (elm), where d, U, a’ E Rdj , b E Rj, 
are non-zero. Then ah - u’b E Re, n &ann (eim). But Rel is a minimal left 
ideal of R and, by Lemma 3.11, Cann (erm) is a left ideal of R with 
e, $6ann (elm). Hence ub - a’6 = 0. Then (a - a’).b = 0. But the only 
element of Rej that annihilates a non-zero element of e,Re, is 0 and a = a’. 
Thus, given b non-zero in R,, , the solution for a E R, in Q(e,m)) = (ab) (erm) 
is unique. 
Now we have TR :Ril X Rii-tRij and Oij:Rij X Rj,-tRilCR as 
given in Lemma 3.13. We will denote TRir by Tij . We may consider Tij 
as mapping D x D -+ D and “oij” as an operation on D x D to D, since 
each a E Rij is actually an element of D in the (ij)th position of an n by n 
matrix. We may also consider elements of Re, as column vectors. 
Now define o : R x Re, -+ Re, by (Q) o (bkl) = (~~sl utk oiR b,,). By 
the distributivity of “oix” given in Lemma 3.12 “0” is a distributive opera- 
tion on R x Re, . 
By (3.16) and (3.17) we have T,,(e, , a) = a and Tll(r, e,) = el for r E Ril , 
a E Rjl . 
Define u : M -+ Re, by o(r(e+)) = re, . By the uniqueness of solvability 
given above, rel = se, implies that r(e,m) = s(e,m) so that u is well-defined. 
If re, = 0, r(e,m) = 0, so that 0 is one-to-one. u is onto Re, since rel E Re, 
gives (reJ (elm) -+ (re,) e, = rel . Clearly u is additive. 




i Tii(eirel , e,uej) (e,reJ = a o u(r(epz)). 
j=l 
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Now we wish to show that “oij” must be the same operation as “a” for all 
i, j. 
Fix k with 1 < k < n and let A = (Q), A = (Q), B = (bki), C = (xii). 
We obtain 
lz,, Olk (bk, Ok1 xll> + *** + hc olk hen Okn %I> 
.do(B o C)= 
kk O,k @k, Ok1 x11) + *” + a;zk Onk @kn Okn x,&l) 
Necessary conditions for the solution of 
(AB)o C =Ao(Bo C) 
for A given B, C non-zero are 
$r bki oki %I = 0 implies for all and 






Consider (3.21) when k = 1 and all xi1 = 0, except for i = 1, t where 
t f 1. (3.21) becomes 
hl 011 x11 + ht O1t Xt1 = 0 implies for all q 
and all %l that (%141) oq1 x11 + hl~ld O,t %I = 0. 
(3.22) 
Now the procedure is the same as found in Theorem 2.35 showing 
0 qt = O1t 3 tfl 
Oqt = -7 tfl 
0 Ql = Oat 9 tf 1. 
Hence, we have that all “oij” are the same as “a”. Now we will show that 
“e” must be associative. 
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Equation (3.22) now gives ax + ~JJ = 0 implies, for all c e D, 
(cu) x + (cb) y = 0. Take y = 1 and ax=b*l. Then, for all CED, 
(CU) x = (cb) . 1 = c(b - 1) = c(ux) and D is associative. 
Hence the theorem has been established. 
3.4. ClassiJication of R-Modules where R is a Semi-simple Ring with Identity 
under Axiom 3 and D.C.C. 
First, we will consider the case where M is an R-module, R = D, , 
2 9 n < co, and D a unique left-division ring with identity 1. Write 
M = CieA Mi where the Mi are uniform 8-modules. 
LEMMA 3.23. For each i E A and mi E Mi , (Re,) mi is an irreducible 
uniform R-module. 
Proof. Identical to the associative case. 
THEOREM 3.24. If M is a non-zero R-module, R = D, , 2 < n < CO, and 
D a unique left-division ring with identity, then D is a skew field and M is an 
R-module. 
Proof. Write M = Cien Mi , a sum of uniform R-modules. Then 
M = c Mi = 2 JM 
iE.4 t 
Rm = iz & (l<&P4 m) 
where (Rej) m is an irreducible R-module for some i E A, some m E Mi , 
some j with 1 <j < n, (Re,) m #{O}. By Theorem 3.22, D is a skew field 
and each (ReJ m is a D,-module so that M is a D,-module. 
Now we consider the case where M is a b-module, D a unique left-division 
ring with identity 1. Write M = Zion Mi a sum of uniform D-modules. 
Using the multiplications given by the components above we have the 
following: 
THEOREM 3.25. We may write M = &,, @ M, @ Cisn, @ Mj where 
i E A, implies that Mi is a one-dimensional uniform D-module with multiplication 
“Q” such that (D, +, oi) is a unique left-division with identity I which is 
not associative and i E A, implies Mi is a uniform D-module with multiplication 
“oi” such that (D, +, 00 is a skew field. If we also write 
M=C @N&C @Ni 
i@, isr, 
as above, then there is a one-to-one onto mapping T : A,, v A, -+ I’, u I’, 
such that T(A,) = PO and T(A,) = I’, with Mi = NT(() and “oi” is the same 
operation us “oT(ij”. 
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Now we consider the case where R is a semi-simple ring with identity 
under Axiom 3 and D.C.C. 
LEMMA 3.26. Suppose R = RI @ R, , a ring direct sum, where R has 
identity 1. Suppose M is an R-module. Then M = RIM @ R$I where R,M 
is an &&)-module. 
Proof. Write M = &,r Mj , a sum of uniform R-modules. Let 
I =e,+e,, eiERi. 
Let xi E RiM = CjGA RiMi . Then, for a, E RQ , sex, = Cjen a&rum,) = 0 
for q # i. Hence xi = (e, + es) xi = e,x, for x E R,M. 0 = x1 + xa implies 
that 0 = eixt = xi and the sum is direct. 
THEOREM 3.27. Suppose R is a semi-simple ring with identity satisfj&g 
Axiom 3 and D.C.C. Write R = CTzE1 @ Ri , where the Ri are the simple 
components of R. If M is an irreducible R-module, then for some 1 < i < n, 
R,M = M and RjM = (0) for j # i, so that M is an irreducible &-module. 
Proof. This follows by Lemma 3.26. 
THEOREM 3.28. Suppose R is a semi-simple ring with identity under Axiom 3 
and D.C.C. Suppose M is an R-module. Then M = CFsI @ R,M, where 
R,M is classtj?ed by Theorem 3.25 for Ri a unique left-division ring or R<M 
is an %-module fm Ri = D,, , D (depending upon i) some skew Jield. 
We finish with a theorem concerning radicals under Axiom 3 in connection 
to R-modules. 
THEOREM 3.29. Suppose R has an identity and satis@ Axiom 3 and 
D.C.C. Let N = rad R and suppose that M is an R-module. Then M is com- 
pletely reducible if and on& sf NM = {O}. 
Proof. Suppose that M is completely reducible and M = C1En @ Mi , 
where the Mi are irreducible (hence uniform) R-submodules of M. To show 
that NM = {0} it suffices to show that Nil& = {0} for each i E A. Hence we 
may assume that M is an irreducible (uniform) R-module and show that 
NM = (01. 
NM is an R-module so that NM = M or NM = (01. Suppose NM = M. 
Take an integer i such that NiM # (01, Ni+lM = (0). Such an integer 
exists since N is nilpotent. Then, for some m EM, Nim # {0} so that 
Nim = M. Hence, for some n E Ni, nm = m and (n - 1) m = 0. Then 
(n - 1) (n - 1) = n2 - 2n + 1 = n3 - n + (1 - n). 
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But 
((n - 1) (f~ - 1)) m = ((9 - n) + (1 - n)) m = - nm = - m and 
((n - 1) (n - 1)) m = (Z-l) ((n - 1) m) = 0. 
This is a contradiction. Hence, NM = (0). 
Conversely, suppose NM = (0). Then M is an R/N-module and the 
theorem follows from Theorems 3.28, 3.25, and the associative theory. 
To conclude Section 3, we remark that many module theoretic results, 
e.g. those in [I], may be extended to R-modules, R an arbitrary non-associa- 
tive ring with identity. However, the preceding results in this section imply 
that for many such R, no R-modules, other than {0}, exist. 
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